


Catalyst is a premium lifestyle accessories brand that creates innovative consumer products to enable people to 

explore and share their world.

After seeing a need for a product that fit their needs, climbing partners Josh and June designed and developed a 

case that would protect their iPhones through their many outdoor and underwater adventures. Catalyst launched on 

Kickstarter in 2011 and since then have developed their own proprietary technology to bring to market the highest 

performance line of everyday cases and accessories available today.

Catalyst products are available in major international retailers including: Best Buy, Target, West Marine, InMotion 

Entertainment, REI, London Drugs, Bic Camera, Yodobashi, Yamada Denki, JB HiFi, Harvey Norman, Myer, Virgin 

Megastores, Media Markt, Fnac, Elkjop and Colette.

ABOUT USJosh Wright is an award-winning industrial 
designer who graduated from Art Center 
College of Design in Pasadena, California. 
He has over a decade of experience 
designing lifestyle products for some of the 
world’s top brands.

June Lai is a scientist and financier with 
a background in strategy and corporate 
development. She has a BSc, MBA, CFA, 
CPA and CMA and experience in investment 
banking, equity research and multinational 
transactions.
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JOIN THE ADVENTURE

“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the ones you 

did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. 

Explore. Dream. Discover.” 

 – Mark Twain
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“The Apple Watch does a lot of 
things. One thing it can’t do is 
get wet, which sucks if you want 
to use its activity tracker while 
swimmingor surfing. Luckily, Catalyst 
developed a waterproof case that 
lets you use the Apple Watch in all 
conditions. Not only can it get wet, 
it meets military specifications for 
drops and works with the heart 
rate monitor, microphone, and 
speaker.”

–  Playboy.com, Justin Tejada

“The makers of my favorite waterproof 
iPhone case have finally come out with 
the Catalyst for the iPhone 6 Plus, 
and I continue to be tremendously 
impressed. They’ve taken a design 
that was already exceptional and 
tweaked it with subtle refinements 
producing an end product that 
happens to be what I would consider, 
the best waterproof case on the 

market.”

–  iPhonelife.com, Siva Om

“You’ll be hard-pressed to find 
a better option than this case 
from Catalyst, if you need 
something that can genuinely 

handle a dunk.”

               – Digital Trends, Simon Hill

“Catalyst engineers have clearly 
made an effort to set their product 
apart. I found the Catalyst to be the 
best sounding waterproof case 

available for iPad.”

                        – Mobile Tech Review

“That shiny new Apple Watch 
under the tree already has the 
brains, so why not give it some 
bonafide sports-watch brawn? 
This case from Catalyst provides 
both waterproof and impact 
protection without interfering with 

any of the watch’s functions.”

–  Espn.com

“If you want to make it completely 
waterproof then there is nothing 
better than this protective 
shell that allows it to drop 
to 50 meters under water as 
well as to survive extreme 
temperatures and substantial 
falls.”

–  GQ Italy

“Catalyst case for Apple Watch 
42mm. Want your Apple Watch to 
go everywhere you do, AKA under 
water? Then this is the only case 

you’ll ever need. $59.99.”

–  Maxim.com

“If a developer like Active in Time can 
write an app you can interact with 
using only the Digital Crown (which 
works just fine underwater), and 
Catalyst’s $60 waterproof case helps 
swimmers breathe easier without 
worrying that water could creep in 
after enough laps in the pool, the 
Apple Watch could wind up being the 

best swimming tool since goggles.”

–  MacWorld.com,  Susie Ochs
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Catalyst has a long history of making the most protective waterproof, drop 
proof cases in the world. We are introducing for the first time a non-waterproof 
protective case, this sleek design showcases a refinement in performance and 
style and we think you’re going to love it. 

The Catalyst Impact Protection case line stays true to our signature features: 
with a grippy rubber bumper, lanyard attachment, rotating mute switch and 
clear case back to showcase your iPhone. This design has an angular modern 
form for the iPhone X and added impact protection from an innovative truss 
cushioning system combined with a proprietary rubber polymer blend to 
increase the drop spec to 9.9ft (3m)!* This case is designed to be your iPhone’s 
best friend for everyday urban adventures.

IMPACT PROTECTION IPHONE X CASE

iPhone X
MSRP: $39.99/€43.99/£39.99
Dimensions: 10.6 x 149 x 76.45 mm
(0.41 x 5.86 x 3”)

Blueridge/Sunset
CATDRPHXTBFC

Coral
CATDRPHXCOR

Stealth Black
CATDRPHXBLK

Army Green
CATDRPHXGRN

Features

• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G 9.9ft (3m)*
• Non-slip Rubber Bumper
• Proprietary Impact Rubber Polymer
• Impact Truss Cushioning System
• Slim Profile

• Signature Rotating Mute Switch Toggle
• Clear Case Back
• Easy to Install/Remove
• Lanyard Attachment
• Wrist Lanyard Included

*only for corner drops
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WATERPROOF IPHONE X CASE The Catalyst waterproof case for the iPhone X is an evolution of our high-
performance waterproof and drop proof cases. With 33ft (10m) waterproof 
protection and 6.6ft (2m) impact protection, this case is the industry leader 
in slim everyday waterproof cases. Catalyst is known for having superior 
acoustic performance that features with our patented True Sound Acoustic 
Technology™. 

This case has the highest waterproof specifications on the market, however 
it gives you so much more than protection. Catalyst cases are designed and 
engineered to give you the confidence to take and use your iPhone anywhere.

Features

• Waterproof IP68 33ft (10m)
• Drop Proof MIL-STD 810G, 6.6ft (2m)
• Clear Housing Showcases iPhone
• Snow / Dirt / Sand Proof
• Easy to Install / Remove
• Patented True Sound Acoustic Technology™

• Hard-coated Dual Optical Lens
• Patented Rotating Mute Toggle
• Over-sized Lightning Port
• Fits Most Charge Cables
• Lanyard Attachment Point
• Wrist Lanyard Included

iPhone X
MSRP: $89.99/€98.99/£88.99
Dimensions: 12 x 156 x 80.9 mm
(0.47 x 6.14 x 3.18”)

Stealth Black
CATIPHOXBLK

Blueridge/Sunset
CATIPHOXTBFC

TBC
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IMPACT PROTECTION IPHONE 8 AND 8 PLUS CASE Catalyst has a long history of making the most protective waterproof, drop 
proof cases in the world. We are introducing for the first time a non-waterproof 
protective case, this sleek design showcases a refinement in performance and 
style and we think you’re going to love it. 

The Catalyst Impact Protection case line stays true to our signature features: 
with a grippy rubber bumper, lanyard attachment, rotating mute switch and 
clear case back to showcase your iPhone. This design has an angular modern 
form for the iPhone X and added impact protection from an innovative truss 
cushioning system combined with a proprietary rubber polymer blend to 
increase the drop spec to 9.9ft (3m)!* This case is designed to be your iPhone’s 
best friend for everyday urban adventures.

Features

• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G 9.9ft (3m)*
• Non-slip Rubber Bumper
• Proprietary Impact Rubber Polymer
• Impact Truss Cushioning System
• Slim Profile

• Signature Rotating Mute Switch Toggle
• Clear Case Back
• Easy to Install/Remove
• Lanyard Attachment
• Wrist Lanyard Included

iPhone 8
MSRP: $39.99/€43.99/£39.99
Dimensions: 10.3 x 143.85 x 72.8 mm
(0.40 x 5.66 x 2.86”)

Blueridge/Sunset
CATDRPH8TBFC

Coral
CATDRPH8COR

Stealth Black
CATDRPH8BLK

Army Green
CATDRPH8GRN

iPhone 8 Plus
MSRP: $49.99/€54.99/£49.99
Dimensions: 10.4 x 163.8 x 83.6 mm
(0.40 x 6.44 x 3.29”)

Blueridge/Sunset
CATDRPH8+TBFC

Coral
CATDRPH8+COR

Stealth Black
CATDRPH8+BLK

Army Green
CATDRPH8+GRN

*only for corner drops
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WATERPROOF IPHONE 8 AND 8 PLUS CASE

Features

• Waterproof IP68 33ft (10m)
• Drop Proof MIL-STD 810G, 6.6ft (2m)
• Clear Housing Showcases iPhone
• Snow / Dirt / Sand Proof
• Easy to Install / Remove
• Patented True Sound Acoustic Technology™

• Hard-coated Dual Optical Lens
• Patented Rotating Mute Toggle
• Over-sized Lightning Port
• Fits Most Charge Cables
• Lanyard Attachment Point
• Wrist Lanyard Included

iPhone 8  
MSRP: US$79.99/€87.99/£78.99 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 150.8 x 77.1 mm
(0.49 x 5.93 x 3.03”)

Stealth Black
CATIPHO8BLK

iPhone 8 Plus
MSRP: US$89.99/€98.99/£88.99
Dimensions: 13.2 x 171 x 88.3 mm
(0.51 x 6.73 x 3.47”)

Stealth Black
CATIPHO8+BLK

This case enables you to use your iPhone in more places and more ways than 
ever before. Design features such as the non-slip rubber surface, signature 
rotating mute switch, sensitive touchscreen and TouchID, quickly accessible 
ports, ease of installation and removal and included wrist lanyard make it the 
perfect case for everyday use as well as for your wildest adventures.
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WATERPROOF IPHONE 7 AND 7 PLUS CASE This case enables you to use your iPhone in more places and more ways than 
ever before. Design features such as the non-slip rubber surface, signature 
rotating mute switch, sensitive touchscreen and TouchID, quickly accessible 
ports, ease of installation and removal and included wrist lanyard make it the 
perfect case for everyday use as well as for your wildest adventures.

Features

• Waterproof IP68 to 33ft (10m)
• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G (2m)
• Snow / Dirt / Sand proof
• Easy to install / remove
• Lanyard attachment point
• Lanyard included

• Clear housing showcases iPhone
• Integrated flat screen protector
• True Sound Acoustic Technology™
• Hard-coated optical lens
• Patented rotating mute toggle
• Fits most charge cables 

iPhone 7
MSRP: US$79.99/€87.99/£78.99 
Dimensions: 11.7 x 150.8 x 77 mm
(0.46 x 5.93 x 3.04”)

Alpine White
CATIPHO7WHT

Stealth Black
CATIPHO7BLK

Alpine White
CATIPHO7PWHT

iPhone 7 Plus
MSRP: US$89.99/€98.99/£88.99
Dimensions: 12.6 x 171 x 88.3 mm
(0.49 x 6.73 x 3.48”)

Stealth Black
CATIPHO7PBLK
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WATERPROOF IPHONE IPHONE 6 / 6S, 6 PLUS / 6S PLUS, 
5 / 5S /SE CASE

This iconic, ultra-slim waterproof case shows off your iPhone while completely 
preserving its functionality. Showcase the design of your iPhone through the 
clear case front and case back. As well as being fully waterproof, the case also 
renders your iPhone snow and sand proof – making it the most rugged, must-
have accessory for outdoor enthusiasts to use every day.

iPhone 6/6S
MSRP: US$69.99/€76.99/£68.99
Dimensions: 11.4 x 150.4 x 77 mm
(0.45 x 5.91 x 3.04”)

iPhone 6 Plus/6S Plus
MSRP: US$74.99/€82.99/£73.99
Dimensions: 12.3 x 170.5 x 88.3 mm
(0.48 x 6.71 x 3.48”)

iPhone 5/5S/SE  
MSRP: US$69.99/€76.99/£68.99
Dimensions: 13.2 x 134.3 x 67.2 mm
(0.52 x 5.29 x 2.65”)

White & Mist Gray
CATIPHO6SWHT

Black & Space Gray
CATIPHO6SBLK

Rescue Ranger
CATIPHO6SRES

Green Pop
CATIPHO6SGRE

White & Mist Gray
CATIPHO6SPWHT

Rescue Ranger
CATIPHO6SPRES

Green Pop
CATIPHO6SPGRE

Black & Space Gray
CATIPHO6SPBLK

Alpine White
CATIPHOSEWHT

Stealth Black
CATIPHOSEBLK

Features

• Waterproof IP68 to 16.4ft (5m)
• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G (2m)
• Snow / Dirt / Sand proof
• Easy to install / remove
• Lanyard attachment point
• Lanyard included

• Clear housing showcases iPhone
• Integrated flat screen protector
• True Sound Acoustic Technology™
• Hard-coated optical lens
• Patented rotating mute toggle
• Fits most charge cables
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Designed for adventure and with all the functionality needed for everyday life, 
these cases for 38mm and 42mm Apple Watch Series 3 go further than any 
other case - doubling the waterproof rating of the Apple Watch Series 1 cases. 
Equally at home skiing down a mountain as they are beneath the waves – these 
are the essential accessories for the modern adventurer.

Apple Watch 38mm Case Series 3
and Series 2
MSRP:US$69.99/€76.99/£68.99 
Dimensions: 50 x 41.6 x 14.1 mm
(2 x 1.6 x 0.5”)

Apple Watch 42mm Case Series 3  
and Series 2
MSRP:US$69.99/€76.99/£68.99
Dimensions: 53 x 44.8 x 14.2 mm
(2.1 x 1.7 x 0.5”)

Stealth Black
CAT38WAT3BLK

Stealth Black
CAT42WAT3BLK

Features

• Waterproof IP68 to 330 feet (100m)
• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G (2m)
• Snow / Dirt / Sand proof
• 360° protection
• True Sound Acoustic Technology™

• Premium soft silicone wristband
• Charge watch through case
• Measure heart rate through case
• Tactical side button
• Patented rotating crown dial

APPLE WATCH 38 MM AND 42 MM CASE SERIES 3 AND SERIES 2 
*COMPATIBLE WITH APPLE WATCH SERIES 2
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APPLE WATCH 42MM CASE SERIES 1 This fully functional, waterproof case for 42mm Apple Watch Series 1 does not 
compromise on good looks or performance. This award-winning case is the 
essential accessory, providing essential everyday 360° protection so you can 
take your 42mm Apple Watch Series 1 with you on any adventure.

Apple Watch 42mm Case Series 1 
MSRP: US$59.99/€65.99/£59.99
Dimensions: 53 x 44.4 x 13.5 mm
(2.1 x 1.7 x 0.5”)

Rescue Ranger
CATIWATRES

Green Pop
CATIWATGRE

Stealth Black
CATIWATBLK

Features

• Waterproof IP68 to 165 feet (50m)
• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G (2m)
• Snow / Dirt / Sand proof
• 360° protection
• True Sound Acoustic Technology™

• Premium soft silicone wristband
• Charge watch through case
• Measure heart rate through case
• Tactical side button
• Patented rotating crown dial
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CATALYST CASE FOR IPAD Designed from the inside out, these cases are 100% waterproof and are surrounded 
by a grippy rubber bumper to protect from drops and impacts. The integrated 
touchscreen film provides access to all features on your iPad and Catalyst’s True 
Sound Acoustic Technology™ allow for full-quality audio. Easily accessible ports and 
minimalist good looks make these the only protective cases your iPad will ever need.

Features

• Waterproof IP68 to 6.6ft (2m)
• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G (2m)
• Double waterproof seal
• Access to every button and port 

• True Sound Acoustic Technology™
• Integrated flat screen protector
• Hard-coated optical lens
• Clear housing showcases iPad

• Ergonomic rubber bumper
• Touch ID compatible
• Loud speaker output
• Includes flat-pack stand

iPad Mini 4
MSRP: US$89.99/€98.99/£88.99
Dimensions: 221 x 150 x 18.7mm
(8.7 x 5.9 x 0.74”)

9.7” iPad Pro / iPad Air 2
MSRP: US$119.99/€131.99/£118.99
Dimensions: 256.4 x 185.9 x 18.0mm
(10.1 x 7.3 x 0.7”)

Stealth Black
CATIPDPRO9BLK

9.7” iPad (2017)
MSRP: US$129.99/€142.99/£127.99
Dimensions: 256 x 186 x 19.5mm
(10.1 x 7.3 x 0.76”)

Stealth Black
CATIPD5THBLK

Stealth Black
CATIPDMI4BLK

12.9” iPad Pro
MSRP: US$149.99/€164.99/£147.99
Dimensions: 325 x 238 x 19.5 mm 
(12.79 x 9.37 x 0.76”)

Stealth Black
CATIPDPRO12BLK
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Catalyst is proud to receive the seal of approval from the largest and 
most trusted source of parent tested products in North America. Life’s 
greatest adventure happens at home. That’s why we were delighted 
when our cases for iPads were presented with a Parent Tested Parent 
Approved™ award in 2016. 

Parent Tested Parent Approved uses real parents to test family oriented 
products and provides peace of mind that the products are durable, 
functional and deliver a good user experience.

According to one parent who tested the cases:

 “It is durable because of the rubber bumper that surrounds the outer 
edges of the case that makes it slip free and is especially convenient for 
young children. It also enables us to use the iPad in the kitchen, dusty 
workshops, during adventures, and close to places with water.”

PARENT TESTED. PARENT APPROVED.
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CATALYST CASE FOR AIRPODS The Catalyst Case for AirPods is the first and only of its kind – a waterproof, 
drop proof protective cover for the AirPods charging case which enables users 
to take their AirPods with them wherever they go. Made of soft, premium silicone, 
the case allows easy access to the charge port and comes with a detachable 
carabiner which securely attaches to a belt loop or bag and makes your AirPods 
secure and easy to carry with you in everyday life and on your adventures. 

• Waterproof IP67 to 3.3ft (1m)
• Drop proof MIL-STD 810G 4ft (1.2m)
• Easy to Install/Remove
• Non-slip Rubber
• Snow/Dirt/Sand Proof 

Features

Catalyst Case for AirPods
MSRP: US$24.99 /€27.99/£24.99 (Glow in the Dark US$29.99 /€32.99/£29.99)
Dimensions: 60 x 49 x 26mm (2.4” x 1.9” x 1”)

Frost White
CATAPDWHT

Slate Gray
CATAPDGRY

Army Green
CATAPDGRN

Blueridge/Sunset
CATAPDTBFC

Glow in the Dark
CATAPDGITD

Deep Plum
CATAPDPPL

• Carabiner Attachment Point
• Carabiner Included
• Access to Lightening Connector
• Fits Most Charge Cables
• Patented Award Winning Design
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Catalyst waterproof sleeves combine style and functionality to create the 
perfect laptop or tablet accessory. Featuring a removable padded organizer for 
extra cushioning, these sleeves incorporate welded waterproof construction 
and a double seal watertight closure. Easily slips into a tote, backpack, 
briefcase or messenger bag, but also perfect for use on its own as an ultra-
slim shoulder bag or minimalist backpack with the included adjustable straps.

• Waterproof IP66
• Foam lined
• Durable ripstop nylon exterior

• Double seal closure
• Welded waterproof construction 
• Includes straps to turn into backpack

Features

CATALYST WATERPROOF SLEEVES

Sleeve for 13”- 15” Tablets & Laptops
MSRP: US$54.99/€60.99/£54.99

Sleeve for 9”- 11” Tablets & Laptops
MSRP: US$44.99/€49.99/£44.99

Sleeve for 7”- 8” Tablets 
MSRP: US$39.99/€43.99/£39.99

Stealth Black
CATSLE15BLK

Stealth Black
CATSLE11BLK

Stealth Black
CATSLE8BLK
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www.catalystcase.com

#CatalystCase


